Jade | InStock Program

U Station Configuration
JA-171R. CHER
Guest Chair, slat back
CHAIR-09
Respond 3.1 Seating
207M

U Station Configuration
JA-155R. MAHO
Respond 2.1 Seating
205M
U Station Configuration

JA-174N. CHER

JA-177R. MAHO

Respond 2.1 Seating

20SM
Table, conference | racetrack
JA-163N, CHER
Respond 1.3 Seating
206M

Round
Racetrack, table desk / conference tables
Table, conference | round
JA-160N, MAHO
Respond 3.1 Seating
207M
**Jade  InStock Program**

- **Reception**
  - L Desk: reception glass transaction shelf
  - JA-124N: MAHO
  - Respond 1.1 Seating 206M

- **Seating**
  - Lounge Seating VL-902
  - Occasional Table J132: CHE

- **Storage**
  - Storage 2F J827: CHE
  - Storage 2D J540: CHE
  - Storage, bookcase 2 shelf J828: CHE
  - Storage, bookcase 4 shelf J829: CHE
Finish Options | Details | Accessories

Finish colors shown are representational only. Finish samples are available for reference.

Wood Finishes

- Chestnut Cherry
- Henna Mahogany
- Metallic Silver

Pull Finish

Textiles

- Fabric 3 | guest chair
- Fabric 4 | tackboard
- Fabric 5 | lounge chairs

Details

- Top Edge Profile | casegoods
- Top Edge Profile | conference | 1 1/2"
- Grommet
- Wood Drawer Interior
- Glass / Metal Doors

Accessories

- Center Drawer
- Keyboard Slide
- Tackboard
- Presentation Board